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(1) Scope Q.f. the. Mlsslon 

1. The main purpose of the mission was to acertaln whether 
(1) 

the special UNIOO programme, and ln particular the four projects 
(2) 

ldentlf led by GRULAC/Vienna at its 23/8/89 meeting, corresponded 

to a real demand, whether other programme themes ought to be explo-

red, and whether national and UNDP resources were likely to be 

available by way of cost-sharing or co-financing. 

2. 
(3) 

The first-part of the mission included Mexico, Brazil 

(Brasilia, Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro) and Uruguay. The second 

part of the mission added consultations at UNIDO and UNDP 

headquarters, and a visit to Cuba. While the four countries visited 

do not constitute a fully representative sample, Hexlco and Brazil 

(*) This report ls presented with two annexes: Annex A, 
places visited and persons consulted; Annexx B: excerpt from 
the recent mid-term review of the UNDP regional programme for 
Latin America and the carlbbean, related to the modernization 
of the productive sector. The documentation gathered during 
the mission ls being transmitted to the UNIDO secretariat. 

(1) Biotechnology; subcontracting; automation in capital goods 
industry; agro-lndustries; The.Central American investment pro
motion project, on the other hand, was not included in the terms 
of ~eference. · 
(2) Document GC.3/28, subsequently endorsed by the UNIDO GC. 
(3) The visit to Brasil tock place on the eve of an important 
presidential election. It was thus difficult to explore forward 
perspectives with national authorities. The most fruitful talks 
were with UNDP and UNIDO field staff and the private sector. 
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are typical for the more advanced, fiewly Industrialized countries 

of the reqion; Uruguay reprent5 the smaller countrie5 who5e 

economies are predominantly agrarian but might given 
Qc:fu~~-/\..:.:.0 {g c,e_() 

favourable factors such as a high &ott&E?*4P9';-wtJl and a relatively 

sound infrastructure -- expand into the ~~austrial sector in such 

areas as agro-processlng, services, parts and semi-manufactures 

~subcontracting or co-production schemes. As regards Cuba, 

its remarkable achievements in areas such a~~biotechn~logy and 

genetic engineering, as well as in the sugar cane industry, 

demonstrate that given the requisite political #ill, and with 

purposeful, realistic planning, even a small country can successfully 

enter areas of new and sophisticated ind us tr lal technology of 

interest to the region as a whole. 

3. A list of persons and 1nst1 tut ions consulted ls 

enclosed as Annex A. conversations with the UN Resident 

coordinators/UNDP Reslden~ Representatives, and with the' UNIDO 

Field Directors in Mexico and Brasilia {Contreras and Skupch) 

were particularly useful. on the other hand, it was not po:;sible 

to meet the experts working on the formulation of final projects 

documents -- with the exception of the external consultants retained 

for the biotechnology project {Sorj and Quintero) and, very briefly, 

the external consultant concerned with the agro-industries project. 
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(2}General Issues 

(a) Demand f.2.t.. Technical Cooperation 

4. While few of the persons consulted lo Government and 

entrepreunerlal circles 3eemed aware of the proposed UNIDO/LAC 

programme, all welcomed the new lnltiatlve: special efforts were 

urgently needed to re-vitalize the processing, manufacturing 

and services industry ln Latin America and the carlbbean. It 

shou:d be noted that this was also one of the main conclusions of 

the Hid-Term Review of the UNDP Regional Programme for Latin America 

and the carlbbean in which the consultant took part in the la~t 

quarter of 1989. Hodernlzatlon of t~e productive sector, inclu-

ding its scientiflc/technologlcal underpinning, enterprise mana

gement and the development of internal and external markets was 

among the critical policy issue~ identified both at political le

vel and by opinion leaders in a significant sample of countries 

lo the region and its sub-regions. Without such a determined 

effort to overcome the obsolescence and serious under-capltallzatlon 

of the lndustrl~l/technologlcal infrastructure, and to regain or 

develop new markets within and outside the region, lt ~ould be 

difficult for Latin America and the carlbbean to reaff lrm lts 

position ln the gl?bal economy, to resolve the external debt 

problem and to attain acceptable levels of employment and 

.tncome. This has obvious political lmpllcatlons: in ultimate 

araalysis, what may be dt stake ls also the viability of the 

democratic, participatocy forms of Government that have emerged 

in the area. CThe relevant chapter of the UNDP/RPLAC Hid-term 

Review ls enclosed as Annex BJ 
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(b) ~omm""ots !ill.~ Approach tl the. tJNtJIDO/LAC erogramroF: 

5. There was general aqreement that regional technical 

cooperation had a specific role to play in the industrial 

recovery of Latin America and the carlbbean, slde-by-slde 

with country-focused technical assistance and investment. It was 

also noted, however, that the main function of regional technical co

operation •as that of a catalyst, and that it should not be 

seen a substitute for national action or Investment. As such, 

the new UNIDO/LAC programme was expected to stimulate innovation, 

to improve evaluation and monitoring, and to serve as a vector for 

the transfer and internalization of successful experience from within 

or outside the region, in areas ranging from technology to management, 

market- and product development, as well as in t~e generation of 

employment and incomes. 

6. It was also pointed out that, to be effective and-n~t 

operate in a vacuum, the new programme would have to relate to, 

and build upon efforts at country level, including multilateral 

and bilateral technical assistance and Investment. With regard to 

the latter, 1 t was noted that in many instances UNI DO support 

would be needed at the pre-investment stage, where targeted, 

high-quality technical assistance could help to mobilize !nternal 

and external financing, including, in particular, that of multilateral 

lending agencies such as the Yorld Bank and IDB. 

7. It was recognized, in fact, that technical cooperaticn 

resources were generally not, by themselves, sufficient to provide 

more than an initial stimulus, demonstrate the £easibil~ty of a 
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particular ap?roach, facilitate exchanges and dissemination of 

knowledge, or help ln the creation of institutions expected to 

become self-supporting once they were in operation. Even full

fledged industrial feasibility studies generally transcended the role 

of, and the level of resources available for technical assistan-

ce such as that envisaged under the new UNIDO/LAC programme. 

Nor should that progranune be expected to provide long-term 

budgetary support to the institutions it might help to create. 

8. Beyond this realistic assessment of the functions and 

scope of the UNIDO/LAC programme. several basic points were 

made with regard to the methodological approach of the proposed 

projects, and deserve comment at this stage. One concerns the pro

blematique of instilution-building, institutional fragmentation 

and institutional dependencies. A second issue concerns the 

regional impact (or lack of it) of pilot- or demonstration 

projects. The third relates to the need for a programme- or 

thematic rather than project-by-project approach in plannin9 

regional cooperation. 

Institution-building 

9. There was marked skepticism among the persons consulted 

with regard to the creation of new regional institutions~ This ls 

consistent with the findings of the mid-term review of the UNDP 

regional programme (Annex BJ calling attention to the problem of 

institutional fragmentation and duplication, and to the growing 

alarm over the fact that the resources of many regional institutions 

are insufficient to permit si9niflcant operat!on without continued 

external support. This does not, of course, exclude the creation 

of new regional institutions in appropriate cases. It ls evident, 
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however, that both the countr ie5 of the region and the donor 

community expect that reg lon.:-1 action 5hould whenever po55lble 

build upon exi5ting -- and often under-utilized -- ln5tltutlonal 

capacity at regional as well as at national level, whether by 

networking or by other collaborative arrangements. Where there 

ls no alternative but to create new regional institutions, they 

should be financially viable over time, 1.e.not depend on continued 

external support. 

10. In this perspective, it was suggested that -- quite 

apart from its lack of a specific focus -- the agro-1ndustr1es 

project should be r~cons1~ereu; as it stood, it 1nvolv~d the 

establishment of a model manufacturing plant, the creation of 

a regional centre for applied instrumentation, a regional centre 

in the area of standardization and quality control, the upgrading 

of a food research centre for a wide variety of products, and the 

establishment of a regional industrial miscro-organism collection 

requiring not only high initial investments, but also substantial 

recurrent costs for the continued operation of the various 

centres, and for the maintenance of the tissue culture 

collection. By contrast, the automation and the subcontracting 

projects propose to utilize existing national institutions in 

relatively informal coilaboratlve or networking arrangements. 

eJ.1.2.t.::. a.rul Model Plants 

11. Some doubts were also expressed about the effectiveness of 

pilot or model plants in the context of a region as complex and 

diverse as Latin America and the carlbbean. It can in fact not be 

assumed that a pilot p1ant established in a Southern Cone 
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country, for instance, wou11 have much of an impact in central 

~..merlca, or 1P the Caribbean. To have a real demonstration 

effect, pilot ventures presupposed sustained dissemination 

efforts in terms of real time communicatlon, joint management, 

fellowships and study tours, and adjustment or assimilation of 

the pilot experience in widely different settings; quite apart 

from the budget Implications, it ~as felt that multilateral 

technical assistance had rarely been able to·assure such effective 

dlssemlnatlon over time. It was thus suggested that instead 

of concentratlong scarce resources on full subsidies for sJngle 

pilot- or model plants , the UNIDO/LAC programme might instead 

spread its support over groups or consortia of existing enterpri

ses prepared to join forces in modernizing and upgrading their 

operation in a particular sector, area or technolo9y. This 

appears, in fact to be the approach suggested in the subcontrac

ting project, as it was in the UNDP/UNlDO biotechnology project 

which the new UNIDO/LAC programme ls expected to supplement and 

follow up. 

Programme ~ pro1ect approach 

12. some concern was expressed over the fact that the new 

UNIDO/LAC programme was presented in the form of five pre-selected 

projects -- some of them obviously drawn from the UNIDO head

quarters pipeline -- without full consultation with national 

technical assistance coordinating authorities, and especially 

the ind.1strial circles concerned. While it is difficult to know 

whether whether or not sectoral authorities and industrial circles 

in the various countries had been consulted when GRULA/Vienna approved 

the projects the fact that the UNIDO Country Directors (SIDFAS) 
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were not involved lead5 one to a53ume that they were not --, it may t.t<> 

hoped thal the UNIDQ st&f f, and the consultants entrusted with the 

formulation of the pre-~elected project3 -- will in future e3tabli3h 

co~tact with the competent national authorities (technical assistance 

coordinators and sectoral ministries) and industrial circles, with the 

full involvement of the UNIDO Country Directors. As far as could be 

ascertained, this had not yet been done, at least in the co11ntrles 

visited in the course of the present mission: 

13. Assuming that the UNIDO/LAC programme will continue 

grow in coming years, it would be desirable in future to adoQt 

a more open, flexible approach. In that perspective, the present 

five projects should not be seen as a closed list. For the 

future, projects should be identified and formulated on the basis 

of systematic programme- and thematic prospection excercises con

ducted with the full participation of national authorities, the 

scientific and technological community and, most importantly, the 

industrial circles of the countries concerned. Pipeline projects 

-- even if rejected by other sources of funding -- and proposals of 

headqJarters staff may, of course, also be valid, but their rele

vance should be checked out in the reality of the field, 

and confirmed in such a broad programmatic perspective 

rather than by individual, project-by-project salesmanship. 

To some extent, this appears to have been the purpose of the 

GRULA/Vienna discussion of the present programme. Quite 

apart from the fact that not all countries of the region 

are represented in GrtULA/Vienna meetings, however, most of the persons 

consulted in the course of the present mission felt strongly -- as noted 

earlier -- that competent national authorities and industrial 
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circles should be given a more active part in thematic 

pros,ections before being co~fronted with particular ~~oject pro

posals. Again, this pos1t10n ls conslgtent with the views recorded 

in the mid-term review of the UNDP regional programme for Latin 

America and the Caribbean. 

14. A first opportunity to identify priority themes and 

discuss prospective themes relevant to the industrial development 

of the region and its sub-regions might be the UNIDO/ECLAC/SELA 

meeting scheduled for this year, as well as the negotiation of 

future UNIDO/UNDP programme inter-linkages (para.18-21 below). 

Beyond this, it might be possible to conduct prospection excer

cises on particular themes -- perhaps jointly with UNDP, SELA, 

ECLAC and sectoral regional bodies. Chapter 4 below discusses 

some of the themes mentioned in the course of the mission. 

15. Particular mention should be made at this point of 

the role of UNIDO country directors in future programme- and 

project development -- an issue raised in all the countries visited. 

In fact, neither of the two field directors consulted had been 

fully briefed on the new UNIDO/LAC programme, nor had they 

been informed about the vis1ts of project-formulation consultants 

in the countries they covered. It ls important that tnis situation 

be corrected in future. Quite apart from the fact that the failur~ 

to inform and involve them on a matter of such policy 1mpo.:tance 

as the n~w UNIDO/LAC programme undermines their position in the 

field, lt should be kept ln mind that the country directors are 

the natural channels of communication wi~h national authorities 

including techni~al assistance coordinators, sectoral ministries, 

the research establishment and, most importantly, industrial 
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circles with which 1t would b~ impossible to maintain a !ive dia

logue out of Vienna. As ~uch, they are es~enllal ddjanct~ not only 

oi UNIDO headquarters, bnt al5o for t!"1e •leclzH1n-m.:tklng and 

supervisory functions of GRULA/Vienna and its individual missions. 

(c) Additional Funding 

16. rt ls expected that the UNIDO/LAC programme will be 

strengthened by inputs from sources other than the Industrial 

Development Fund, by way either of co-funding or of cost-sharing. 

·the co-fundla1g modality generally ~mplies two separate budgets 

relating to the same overall project objective. Cost-sharing, on 

the other hand, medns a single budget encompassing not only the 

UNIDO contributinn, but dlso contributions from other sources. 

Whlle coherent management is facilitated by the latter modality 

(one budget/one management), co-funding can also be a viable 

formula as long as the separ~te projects make exp~icit reference 

not only tv a common objective, but also to joint or coordinated 

management. 

17. In the perspective of the UNIDO/LAC programme, three 

potential sources of additional funding are particularly impor

tant: UNDP, national cost-sharing, and cost-sharing or co-finan

cing from bilateral technical assistance programmes. 

18. As already noted, the modernization of the productive 

sector ls one of the priority objectives of UNDP programme 

action in Latin America and the Caribbean, both in the perspec

tive of its regional programme Csee Annex Bl and ln most UNDP 
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country programmes. It may consequently be a~sumed that UNDP-

and UNIDO/IDF- fur.ded technical cooperation activities can -- and 

should -- be complementaiy. In principle, this view is shared 

by ut:uP Headquarters and by the UNDP field offices visited. It 

will be necessary, however, to negotiate with UNDP when the 

actual projects are formulated, as well ~s in future thematic 

prospection excercises which, as noted above, cot~ld be undertaken 

jointly in preparation of the Fifth UNDP Programming Cycle 

(1992-96), as well as in the context of an expanded UNIDO/LAC 

programme. 

19. As regards the modalities of such complementary UNDP and 

UNIDO programme action, both approaches are possible, from the 

perspective of UNDP: co-funding, i.e.parallel UNDP and UNIDO pro

jects relating to the same objective, and generally involvln9 

the same counterparts, or cost-sharing. The latter modality, 

particularly appropriate where UNIDO is the executing agency for 

a UNDP-funded regional project, would normally mean that the UNIDO 

contribution appeared as third-party cost-sharing in the UNDP 

project; there seems to be no reason, however, why the positions 

could not be inverted, with UNDP funds being treated as cost-sha

r lng in a UNIDO/IDF project. In either case, the matter will have 

to be negotiated on a project-by-project basis, keeping in mind 

that the UNDP involvement could come either ~ their regional 

programme (the normal case), or from one or more of the UNDP 

country programmes (e.9.for specific national action in the 

context of an UNIDO/IDF regional project). 

20. Of the four projects on which the present mission has 

focused, particular interest was shown by UNDP field offices and 
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h~a'1quarters in the blotechnolo9y and aubcontractln9 projects, 

especially slnce the former ls expected to be complementary to 

the current UNDP/UNIDO and UNDP/UNESCO regional projects. There 

might also be interest ln the d~tomatlon project, both wlth re-

gard to capital 9oods and other sectors, perhaps ln comblnatlon wlth 

the subcontracting project (to the extent that the latter would 

involve co-production schemes). As regards agro-lndustrles, there 

ls 9e~eral agreement -- both in the field and at headquarters 

that the sector ls of er i tlcal importance fo-r the re9lon; the 

reaction to the present project proposal, howevez, was qenbrally 

negative, in line with the other v~ews elicited during the mission, 

an•: for the reasons discussed in para. 47-51 below: lack of focus, 

excessive reliance on new re9ional institutions, unrealistic budgets. 

21. In fact, some basic points should be kept ln mind in 

ne9otiatin9 with UNDP on complementary action. One ls that the 

present UNDP pro9rammin9 cycle comes to an end in 1991, and that 

there are relatively few uncommitted resources for the 90/91 

biennium. The second point is that UNDP programmes are initiated 

by, and ne9otiated with the central technical assistance 

coordlnatln9 agencies ln each country; at the programming sta9e 

thls rule, prescribed by the consensus, ls applied more loosely 

in the UNDP re9ional programme. However, any regional_ project 

must, ln principle, be approved by at least three countries, and 

the participation of any country must be cleared by its coordi

nating authority. Thirdly, UNDP has become increasingly 

concerned with the problem of institutional fragmentation and 

dependencies, and with the high cost of institutional support ln 

the context of its re9lonal programme; the discussion in 

paragraphs 8 to 11 above ls ln point. It ls therefore 1Rost un-
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likely that UNDP would be prepared to join the agro-industries 

project, as presently structured. Lastly, and judging by the views 

recorded In the mid-term review of the UNDP regional programlle, 

the emphasis in Industrial and technological policy has shifted 

from a central planning model, with centrally managed support 

institutions, to a more pragmatic approach £ocusin9 at enterprise 

level; in that context, technological projections and forecasting 

retain an important place, as do linkages between research 

bodies and productive enterprises. Both presuppose a realistic 

assessment of the country's or enterprise's potential comr·etltl

vity -- 1.e.thelr comparative advantages in terms of human 

resources (including management and ·intermediate technical 

manpower), financial resources, markets and market access, etc. 

National cost-sharing 

22. No very clear signals were received on this in the 

countries visited. Trdditlonally (at least in UNDP experience) 

lt has been more dlfflcult to obtain cost-sharing commitments 

for regional than for national projects (for which cost-sharln~ 

has reached impressive levels in Latin American UNDP country 

programmes -- in some instances well over 100 percent). It 

ls nevertheless suggested that the posslbltty of national cost

sharing be purposefully explored when th~ actual projects are 

formulated: the chances should be particularly great In the 

country where the project ls based; also, It is always easier to 

obtain commitments In the form of counterpart contributions, nor

mally In kind, and which are not part of the project budget, than 

ln the form of cost-sharing. The same goes for inputs from 

other, non-governmental sources -- industry federations, assocla-
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tions, etc. -- who have often contributed to projects in the 

industrial sector (e.q.the capital qoods and non-destructive 

testinq projects). A5 reqards cost-sharinq, proble~ may arise 

if it ls offered ln local, non-convertible currency. 

other addltlonal sources Qf. funding 

23. There may be other sources of co-funding vr third-

party cost-sharlnq. Where lt comes from·· individual donor 

countries -- Spain, Italy, Japan and canada have particularly 

active bilateral programmes in Latin America and the caribbean 

it would be preferable that cost-sharing be channeled 

through the Industrial Development Fund. On the other hand, 

co-funding with bilateral programmes ls also a possibility. In 

either case, however, it will be necessary to negotiate on a 

project-by-project basis. 

24. Another potential source of co-financing (~ost-sharing 

schemes would appear less likely) ls the IDB. Unlike the World 

Bank, it has some non-reimbursable technical assistance funds, 

and ~an also make regional loans or grants. A special 

approach to them would be advisable and, if this has not been 

done yet, the IDB should be invited to the UNIDO/ECLAC/SELA 

meeting on industry, and be asked to participate in any future 

thematic projection excerclses. To my knowledge, it ls quite receptive 

to proposals in the Industrial sector. 

( 3 )~ Pro1ects 

25. It was not easy, In the course of the mlsslon, to 

elicit very concrete views on projects which (with the exception 

of the project document on subcontracting) were not fully articulated. 
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Further consultations at country level and with UNDP.will th~s be 

needed, hopefully with or through the UNIDO cour.try directors, 

either (and preferably) while the projects are being elaborated by 

UNIDO staff and outside experts, or once the projects will 

have been finalized. 

26. As already noted, lt ls generally felt that while the 

four project areas selected in Vienna have merit, they should not 

be seen as a closed list. Among other topics mentioned ln the 

course of the mission were: 

new materials; 

-aicro-electronics, with particular reference 
to informatics and tele-communlcatlons; 

automation, also in industries other 
than capital goods; 

sugar-cane based industry, including 
sugar chemistry 

Industrial pollution control; 

quality control 

negotiation of technology contracts. 

These topics are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4 below. 

No doubt others (including some suggested by.ONIDO staff before 

the five initial )roject areas were selected) would be added 

in a com~rehensive prospection of the needs and opportunities 

of the region. 

(a) Biotechpology pro1ect 

27. There appears to be keen Interest in this project, 

especially in Mexico, Brazil and Cuba, as well as ln UNDP. The 

assumption ls that lt would build upon the present UNDP/UNIDO 

and UNDP/UNESCO regional projects CRLA/83/003 and /009, respect!-
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velyJ, as well as on UNDP country projects in Hexlco, Brazil and 

Cuba. The regional UNDP projects are funded only through the end 

of the current UNDP programming cycle (1991). It ls thus hoped 

that the new UNIDO project will on the one hand coapleaent the 

ongoing UNDP projects, and on the other hand assure the follow-up 

after 91, with or without add1tlonal UNDP funding. (Note that 

continuing UNDP programme suppoct in the area of biotechnology/ 

genetic englneerlnq ls likely in the Fifth UNDP programming 

cycle J. 

28. In that perspective, lt ls expected that the UNIDO pro

ject will focus on t~e Industrial application of biotechnology --

including, in countries such as Brazil, Cuba and Hexico, the 

products of advanced genetic engineering --, and extending not only 

to the production process, but also to the development of 

internal and external markets; this, in turn, encompasses 

comprehensive, real time information flows on new technologies and 
(4) 

their industrial application, trials and testing, security and 

quality control, licensing/technical assistance and marketing 

arrangements. It ls in that area -- marketing -- that 

even Latin American countries with a sophisticated research 

establishment (e.9.Cuba, but also Brazil and Mexico) are still 

relatively weak. 

(4) The problem of security ln terms of environmental impact 
has acquired considerable importance in an international 
context whenever new live organisms are created by genetic 
engineering. 
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29. It ls thus not su99ested that the pr~ject should, 

by It~elf, focus on baslc research In blotechnolo9y, and in par

tl=ular not on genetic engineering. Instead, It should h~ve a 

twofold objective: (i) I~ a few selected Instances, assist research 

groups and industrial enterprises in the region to develop and 

market their own w:x gro4ucts; and (ii) enable the research 

establishment an1 industry of the whole region to apptx ilDSl adapt 

existing technologies, re9ardless of their origin, at the stage 

?f industrial production. 

30. While it may be possible to generate a fairly wide 

range of new products by traditional blotechnologles (seed- and 

crop improvement; feraentatlon), it ls unlikely_ that many 

sophisticated new products involving genetic enqlneerlng 

will emerge from the region in the short- to medium term. In fact 

the develo~w.ent of sophisticated new products, especially ln the 

medical/pharmaceutical field (e.g.immunc-blologicals), presupposes 

substantial investment, In the order of tens of mllllons of 

dollars -- lf not for equipment, ~) for research, testing and 

control; only a few institutions in Mexico and Brazil, and in 

particular the Center of Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology 

ln Cuba, appear at present to have that capacity; the Cu~an 

center, for instance, already produces various types of interferon 

(leukocyte, recombinant), a recombinant epidermal growth factor, 

antimeningoccal BC vaccine and monoclonal antibodies. Obviously, 

the development of such products would go much beyond the scope 

of, and the resources available for technical cooperation under 

the UNIDO project; the project might, however, make an 

important contribution ln such areas as quality control ln the 
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production line, security, market deYeiopment and marketing, and 

perhaps in the neqotiation of licenses and technoloqy contract~. 

31. on the other hand, much could be done by preparing the 

industry of the region -- including m!ddle-size enterprises -

to acquire and adapt exitlnq technologies, and apply them at the 

production level for a wide variety of uses: crop and livestock 

improvement; acquaculture; nutrltlon; energy; mining, etc •• 

To this end, the UNIDO project could play key role by ensuring 

a flow of accurate and timely lnformatlon, tra1ninq both management 

and technicians (especially intermediate technicians), and 

assisting both in_ market developaent and marketing and 

in the negotiation of licensing and other contractual 

arrangements. 

32. Beyond these general comments gatheresd in the course 

of the present mission, it will of course be necessary to await the 

final formulation of the project by the consultants retained for that 

purpose, including their views on the products or technologies 

on which the p~oject should concentrate; in Br~il, Cuba and 

Mexico the interest encompasses both medlcal·and agricultural 

applications, while in Uruguay-major attention was given ~o 

the latter, especially as related to livestock (feed; lmpxovement 

of the gentle base) 

33. The original UNIDO project proposal was considered valid, 

but would have to be revised and tightened; it may not be necessary, 

for instance, to re-do an inventory of existing technologies: it ls 

seen as more important to establish an operational information 

system, 1.e.a comprehensive, current data base and channels of 
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communlcatlon reac~lr.q to enterprise level; lt ls not clear for what 

specific target group~ che proposed training ls intended for; and lt 

may not be easy to select at the outset three "model cases" and 

"finance their development" (the comments ln para.11 above are in 

point) .. 

34. Kore perhaps than for other projects, the choice of 

the country -- and lnstitutlon -- in which the project ls to 

be based will be of critical importance. There are few institu

tions ln the region that can provide the appropriate technical 

and scientlf ic backstopping, as well as the contacts necessary 

for a project in this area. As far as could be acertdlned in the 

present mission, only the center of Genetic Engineering and 

Biotechnology in Cuba, with its generous logistic facilities, 

operational experience and high scientific credibility not only in 

the region, but also in Europe and Asia, appears to be both capable 

and willing to serve as host for the project. 

(5) 
(b) Subcontracting pro1ect 

35. The response to this project was positive not only in 

Mexico and Uruguay -- both listed in the project document as 

participating cou:,tries --, but also in Brazil and Cuba, whose 

participation did not seem to have been envisaged. It should be 

noted that in Uruguay the National Chamber of Industries, mentio

ned in the project proposal as the prospective counterpart c•exe-

(5) The term •subcontracting• was not clearly understood in 
some of the countries visited, and lt was necessary to explain 
that it referred to contracting arrangeme~ts involving co
production schemes, the manufacture of parts or the provision 
of services to the main contractor (principal manufacturer). 
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cutlnq aqency•) was not aware of the proj~ct when vlslted ln the 

course of the missloa, but expressed a keen interest as soon as 

the concept was explained to them. 

36. In crazll -- a country which, like Mexic~, has consi-

derable experience with subcontracting, especially in the indus

trialized areas (Sao Paulo, Mi~as Gerais, Rio de Janeiro) -- it 

was felt both by ABIHEC (the association of mechanical 

industries) and FIESP (the powerful industry~federation of 

Sao Paulo), as well as by the UNIDO country director, the u-riDP 

f leld off ice and the national coordinatinq body for technical 

assistance (ABC) that the project would be of particular value 

for small- and mediu~ size enterprises~ also -- or particularly 

in the less industrialized areas of the country (the South and 

Northeast). In Cuba, the Ministry of Mechanical Industries 

as well as the Foreiqn Trade Secretariat expressed the hope 

that their country could j ·!in the project; it would be important 

both internally, to ensure full utilization of the installed· 

capacity, and externally, by co-production or other subcontrac

tual arrangements with other countries. 

37. In fact, it was generally felt that the project would 

be useful both in a national and international context, with the 

initial emphasis on the former. For smaller countries (e.9.Uru

guay), however, the possibility of entering into sub-contracting 

arrangements with their larqer neiqhbours (e.9.Argentina and 

Brazil), and perhaps als~ in broader regional or global context, 

appeared to be particularly attractive. For th~ same reason, 

the project might be of importance for subregional cooperation 

e.g.Arg~ntina/Brazil; the Andean countries; the caribbean, 
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and lts greater integration in Latin America; Central America. 

38. Beyond these general expressions o~ interest, no 

very specific comments were recorded with regard to the pro

ject as presently structured, except for a suggestion to 

include some assistance in the formulat13n and negotiation of 

subcontracting arrangements. 

39. It may be expected that, ln principle, joint action 

should be possible both with UNDP and the IDB. In both instances, 

the role of subcontracting in regional and sub-regional integra

tion should be stressed. In that sense, the participation of 

ALADI presents some-advantages. In any case, it ls suggested 

that, before f inallzlng a project document, the matter be discus

sed with UNDP/RBLAC, and the IDB. 

(c) Automation 1n. ~ Gapital.Good~ Industry 

40. Interest ln this project was particularly high in 

Mexico, Brazil and Cuba. In Uruguay, which does not have a 

significant capital goods industry, its prospects seemed 

more remote. 

43. In fact, the project will have to face two basic 

realities: one, that advanced capital goods lndustrles (e.g. 

in Brazil and Mexico) are already automated (CAD, CAM, CAT; 

robotlzation, Informatics in management), generally with a 

high level of sophistication, and two, that capital goods 

industries do not play (and are not expected to play, ln 

the foreseeable future) a major role ln many of th~ sn~ller 

countries of the region except possibly ln the manullcture of 

parts under co-production or other sub-contracting arrangements. 
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44. Some doubts were thus expressed about the focus of 

the project on capital qood~ industries: other 5ectors (electro-

nlc appliances; textiles, agro-1ndustrles) mlght be equally 

or more appropriate. There was agreement, however, that 

an initial focus on capital goods was justified if one considered 

also the manufacture of parts and components, and lts growth 

potential in smaller countries such as Cub_a _and Uruguay. 

It ls suggested that this be kept in mind when designing the 

actual project. 

45. In that perspective, the automation and sub-

contracting projects could obviously play complementary roles, 

and might thus be inter.linked in their design and implementation. 

It should also be kept in mind that, from the perspective of 

parts manufacturers, CAM and CAT (1.e.automated or robotized 
(6) 

quality control and testing) tend to be more relevant than CAD, 

since design ls usually supplied by the contractor or principal 

manufacturer under prevailing subcontracting arrangements, while 

rationalization, quality control and testing ln the production line 

are in general the responsablllty of the sub-contractor. 

(d) Agro-industries 

46. Agro-industry (including non-food and by-producta 

for internal and export markets) ls seen as a major growth 

area not only in Uruguay and Cuba -- countr 1es with a clear 

agricultural vocation --, but also in Brazil and Mexico, and ln the 

(6) It was noted that ln Cuba CAD had been introduced ln some 
manufacturing industries (informatics; hospital equ1ment; steel). 
and that CAM (robots) were being developed and introduced. Host 
other small countries of the region have not, however, progressed 
to that stage. 
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collaborative efforts among existing enterprises and institutions, 

without excluding region-wide actlvltles and exchanges of expe

rience ln appropriate cases. 

48. As an example of a more focused activity which might 

be considered under the UNIDO/LAC programme would be to develop 

the processing and marketing of the products of tropical rain 

forest zones (Amazonia; Central America), e.g.fruit, fruit jui

ces, medicinal plants, and perhaps also tropical hardwoods 

extracted without destroying the genetic diversity and fragile 

eco-systems of the heterogeoeous t~opical forest. It might be 

assumed that such an initiative, of particular relevance in the 

context of global environmental concerns, could gain support 

both in the donor community and on the part of sub-regional 

policy-bodies such as the Amazonian Pact. 

49. Another area in which support of the UNIDO/LAC 

programme was seen as desirable was industry related to sugar 

cane, including its by-products (bagasse, etc), and industrial 

feedstocks d~rived from sugar. These are subjects of great 

interest not only in the carlbbean and much of Central America, 

but also ln Brazil. Important work in this area e.g.on the 

use of bagasse, and energy use/generation -- has been and ls 

being undertaken by GEPLACEA, partly through a regional UNDP project 

originally executed by UNIDO. As in blotechnoloqy -- in fact, 

improved fermentation processes by biotechnoloqy play an impor-

tant role ln sugar-cane processing -- the UNIDO/LAC programme 

might build upon and broaden the scope of the current activities 

of GEPLACEA •. 
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55. The policy relavance of this topic -- also on in the 

perspective-of the donor community -- need not be underlined. It 

concerns all industrial- sectors, among them some of particular 

importance to the region -- e.q.tannerles, meat processing, 

sugar-cane reiineries, dairy products, sawmills, pulp-and-paper 

plants -- , -as well as chemical, petro-chemical, iron & steel and 

other processing industries. There is ~vident scope for exchanges of 

experience and training activities on a reqlonai or sub-regional 

basis. Since industrial pollution and the disposal of toxic waste 

will be important topics on the agenda of the Global 

Environment conference scheduled to meet in Brazil in 1992, it 

should be possible to mobilize considerable policy support for 

concrete technical cooperation in this area. Also,- a thematic 

prospection excercise might be convened as part of the prepara-

tions for the 1992 conference; both UNDP and IDB are supportinq 

such preparations in a Latin American/caribbean context. 

Ous1lity Control 

56. This remains an essential co~ponent of-any effort to 
... 

upgrade the industrial sector throughout Latin America. UNIDO 

could build on a series of successful national projects, some 

carried out with UNDP support, and on national institutions 

strengthened in that connexion. 

Technology And other Industrial contract Formulatlon/Negotlatlon 

57. This subject was mentioned ln all countries visited, 

especially (but not excl•tslvely) with reference to biotechnology 

and subcontracting. Several unlversltles ln the region (USP in 

sao Paulo; UNAM ln Hexlco) are developing courses and materials 
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In that area. A UHIDO project could build on these on9oln9 

efforts, contributing the experience of other parts of the world, 

developing .aterlals and data-bases, and assisting In currlculua 

development and dlssealnation ln law schools, business schools 

and professional courses or sealnars. 

(5) Conclusions 

58. The views recorded ln the course of the alssion conflr-

med the Importance and tlaellness of the UHIDO/LAC progra..e even 

if it was seen as too Vienna-centric. It would be desirable, lo 

future, to identify and formulate projects on the basis of 

progrannatic and thematic prospection excerclses involving 

industrial circles and (as conduits to them) the UHIDO field 

directors. UNDP and regional lnstltutlons such as the IDB should 

also be Involved ln the early stages of programme development, 

in the-expectation that they might join forces with the UHIDO/LAC 

initiative. 

59. As regards the four projects or project·concepts 

already selected by GRULA/Vlenna for the new regional progranae, 

they will require some more work at a technical level, In close 

consultation with the UHIDO f leld directors and, through them, with 

sectoral national authorities and industrial circles. Additional 

funding from other sources (including UNDP Fifth Programmln<J 

Cycle) seems possible, but will have to be negotiated by UNIDO. 

~2--
Pe lder K8nz ._._ 
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the Enhancement of the Private Sector Involvement in Development) 

involves case studies and analysis which may assist governments 

in articulating strategies and modalities for that purpose. so 

might the various projects focusing on investment promotion 

(RLA/87/009, Investment Promotion in Central America, and 

RLA/87/021, Advisory Services and Training In Foreign Invest

ment in the caribbean). 

60. Export promotion, and the related problems of quality 

control and trademark, patent and copyright protection 

constitute a third area of interest. The regional programme in

cludes a project on Training in International Trade (83/026), as 

well as a carlbbean-speclfic Trade Information Service (RLA/79/ 

053) and a project on standardization and Quality Control in the 

caribbean. The region-wide project on Intellectual Property has 

already been mentioned. Tourism development (RLA/87/039), transport 

(TRAINHAR, RLA/87/012) and intra-regional trade (ALADI,RLA/86/022) 

are also included in the regional programme. It is generally 

felt, however, that further region-wide attention might have to 

be given to important export-related areas such as quality 

control, packaging and market development. 

61. As noted earlier, it would be desirable to explore oppr-

tunltles of joint action wlth UNIDO, whose General Conference has 

recently adopted a special programme for the industrial recovery 

of the region (para 41 above). Favourable comments were in fact 

received on the regional UNDP/ECLAC/UNIDO project on Capital Goods 

(RLA/__/~> initiated in 1978 and completed in the present cycle. 

The project has been instrumental in the creation of a regional 

association of capital goods industries, ALABIC, which ls now 
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prepared to contribute support (primarily experts) to a new project, 

with a broader scope and participation, and a clear ECDC/TCDC dimension. 

It has thus been suggested that UNDP consider a preparatory assistance 

project to prepare the ground for this new and definitive re-

gional effort. 
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ANNEX A 
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Kexlco 

carlos.del castillo, UN Resident Coordinator, UNDP ResRep 

Ivan Contreras, UNIDO Field Director 

Enrique Agilar, UNIDO, Vienna 

Rodolfo Quintero, CTA RLA/86/003 (Biotechnology) 

Daniel Dultzin, Director-General of Multilateral Economic 
Relations, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and 

Roberto Villareal Gonda, Director General of Technological 
Development (SECOFI) 

Brazil 

Edoardo Gutierrez, UN Resident Coordinator, UNDP Res Rep 

Peter Skupch, UNIDO Field Director 

Ambassador Guilherme Leite.Ribeiro, Executive Director, 
Agencia Brasileire de Coopera~~o, Ministry of 
External Relations; 

Gary Soares de Lima, Coordinator, ABC 

Ana Lucia Assad Rios, Bitechnology Secretariat, Ministry of 
Science and Technology 

Antonio Paes de carvalho, President, BIO-RIO, Rio de Janeiro 
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Tereza Cristina.Denucci Martins;· Director of Planning, BIO-RIO 

Bernardo sorj~ BIO RIO 

Hauro Arruda (by phone) Superintendent, Instituto de Estudos do 
Desenvolvimento Industrial, Sao Paulo 

Luis Olavo Baptista, lawyer and Professor, University of Sao 
Paulo 

Uruguay 

Alberto Sojit, UH Resident Coordinator, UHDP Res Rep 

Monica Hassey de Hoyos, D~puty UNDP ResRep 

Hilton Reyes, Executive Secretary, Union de ExCportadores 
Uruguayos 

Nestor Cosentino, President, camara de Industrias do Uruguay 

Graciela Horlan, Director, Dlreccion Naclonal de Industrias 

Jorge Sienra, Director and Vice-President, COMUREX (Trading .. ·.· 
Company) 

Augustin Prats, Director, Industrial Property Office 

Contadora sanguinetti, Presidency of Republic 
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ANNEX B 

[Excerpt, Draft Report of Hid-Term Review of the 
UNDP Regional Programme for Latin America and the caribbean, 

Ambassador Bernardo Sepulveda Amor and Peider KGnz 
December 19891 
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